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When the
Walls Shake
German mechanical engineering is world class. Pure engineering
art. But cost beneﬁts are enabling the Chinese to put up strong
competition. It’s time for the industry to take a close look at
its production, products, and order processing. As this report
shows, there’s still room for action.
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W

hen the walls shake in the rail
yard district of Göppingen
(Baden-Württemberg), the
reason is evident from afar.
Schuler AG has a produc-

“Porsche Consulting Adds Steam”

tion site here, and as a global leader in forming technology, it makes presses for the entire
metalworking industry. Schuler measures its

Dr. Markus Ernst, executive board member of Schuler AG, has

products not in grams but in tons. At this com-

to set major wheels in motion at his company. The wheel sets

pany, everything is a few orders of magnitude

pictured here drive piston rods. The photo to the right shows

bigger.

the “body,” which is the core component of a servo press.
With its monoblock design, it is the base for all the other parts

“Major forces are needed to make presses,”
says executive board member Dr. Markus
Ernst. “And that rubs off on our corporate culture. It takes us a while to set this type of mass
in motion. The same is true of our employees.”
The boss doesn’t mean that negatively in the
slightest. Schuler doesn’t produce short-lived
products, but rather has to calculate extensive
development times for its machines. The service lives of these machines are correspondingly long. Schuler’s presses, which can cost
between 800,000 and 40 million euros, might
operate for forty years. They have to pay off.
Dr. Ernst puts this into perspective: “Even our
smallest press is a huge investment for a company with 100 employees.”
And because the competition is not slacking off,
particularly not in China, Schuler started thinking about ways to accelerate the mass. The
chances looked good, especially for the small
machines. Blanking and forming machines used
in the automotive supply industry and by appliance and furniture makers to process metal
parts had become an additional pillar of the
company’s business. “It’s a wide-ranging market where we can sell as many as 100 machines
a year,” says Dr. Ernst, who is also fond of his
customers from mid-sized business milieus.
For these customers, Schuler has developed
a highly innovative product that should “keep
the competition at bay.” This was the genesis
of the “monoblock”—a basic machine that can
support multiple individual options and that
can be customized by a conﬁgurator to meet
the very speciﬁc requirements of Schuler’s
customers. “Ideally,” says Dr. Ernst, “right after the conﬁguration we can print out our offer
for the customer and quote a price as well.
We’re not talking about an evolution here, but
rather a revolution. At least for Schuler.”
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In fact, Schuler’s press makers are used to

about why he did this. “I don’t want to depend

starting “from scratch” and developing every-

on consultants forever,” he says. “After all, we

thing from the ground up—whether they have

are the ones who have to move our company

to or not. “But starting anew each time means

forward, no one else.”

pouring money into the sand,” observes
Dr. Ernst, who brought Porsche Consulting

But after Schuler reﬁned the general strate-

on board for his gentle revolution. The con-

gy itself, it invited the consultants back for a

sultants were initially asked only to assess

third phase. “Our employees wanted Porsche

the plausibility of the overall strategy and to

Consulting to keep working with us. They

determine whether the cost targets could be

knew that we needed the experts because

met. Then the consultants were asked to take

we don’t have enough experience ourselves in

a break. The Schuler manager is very upfront

re-engineering processes.” It was clear

p
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Chiron’s production of CNC machining
centers is as streamlined as it looks—after
Porsche Consulting was at work

that the biggest cost pool was connected
with producing the presses—not least of all
because machine construction often uses an
inﬂexible shop ﬂoor setup instead of a much
more efﬁcient ﬂow structure that incorporates
material supplies. So the Schuler personnel
and the Porsche consultants joined forces in

T

he machines made at the Chiron
plants in Tuttlingen (Baden-Württemberg) are not quite as large
as those made by Schuler. Eighty
years ago, Chiron produced in-

struments for surgical procedures. Today it
makes cutting machines used as vertical CNC

workshops to optimize the processes, set up

machining centers in all branches of the met-

a takt-based assembly structure, and optimize

alworking industry. A crucial factor is the abil-

the supplier-assembly chain as well. “We are

ity to do high-quality cutting of complex work

very satisﬁed,” reports Dr. Ernst. “Porsche

pieces at minimal costs per piece.

Consulting adds some steam to the kettle in
a positive sense, and lets our people work out

Chiron’s products, which cost from 80,000 to

all the content.” The company is also optimiz-

800,000 euros, cut and bore with the highest

ing its sales and customer service.

precision—regardless of whether they are used
to make housings and wafers for the ﬁnest Swiss

“Our monoblock is selling very well,” says Dr.

watches, medical instruments, spinal disc im-

Ernst. He welcomes the fact that supply times

plants made of stainless steel, or rims and in-

have been more than halved, and that costs

jection systems for automobiles. “We provide

have been reduced “by double-digit percent-

premium tools for producing premium products,”

ages.” As he adds, “We are posting consid-

says Dr.-Ing. Dirk Prust (45), Chiron’s manag-

erably higher sales ﬁgures than in the past,

ing director for sales, technology, and service.

and are acquiring a much higher proﬁle in the

Dr. Prust doesn’t have to worry that his people

medium-sized sector. All in all, our competitive

will run out of ideas. “We have a high level of cre-

viability has increased markedly.”

ativity,” he says, “such as when it comes to machining a steering knuckle for a car. We’re not be-

Schuler’s investment in process optimization

holden to anything or anyone, which means we

has also been well received by its custom-

can break new ground in our development work.”

ers. Comprehensive project planning, which
depending on the order could easily require

That sounds superb. And yet there was a

engineers to spend 1,000 to 3,000 hours on

point when Dr. Prust, who joined Chiron twelve

design, has been dramatically slimmed down.

years ago as a component developer and spe-

Despite the diet, all customers continue to

cialist in vulnerability management, was not

receive completely individualized machines.

satisﬁed. “Our creativity can only develop to

Moreover, these machines can do much more

the fullest if we combine absolutely stream-

than before. “We have developed a servo tech-

lined production processes with streamlined

nology that enables subsequent processes

order processing,” he says.

such as welding and forming to be integrated.
That gives us a real jump over the competi-

Dr. Prust had already devoted a lot of thought

tion,” says Dr. Ernst, who doesn’t even blink

to operational improvements before he be-

when the walls at his plant start to shake.

came managing director. “I had all these
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ideas that ﬁnally had to come out,” says the

at the assembly stations. Chiron’s customers

boss, recalling the talks about scheduling held

reap the beneﬁts of the optimization project:

every Monday at the company. At these meet-

for example in the delivery dates, which are

ings, the master foremen and the managers

now much more reliable. “Not only that,” notes

checked to see that the production deadlines

Dr. Prust—“we can also see a substantial jump

listed for every machine in the “black bible”

in quality.”

f

could be met. “But almost nothing ended up
proceeding in the way we had discussed the
week before, because our plans always assumed unlimited capacity and unlimited material availability,” he recounts. He didn’t want to
go on like that. So he hung a calendar on the
wall—at ﬁrst at home—and used colored pins
on it to mark the exact process steps for each
machine. This made the overlaps in capacity
visible.

“Flow production makes it
easier to meet deadlines”

Dr. Prust now heads Chiron together with his
colleague Dr. Achim Degner (ﬁnances, administration, and logistics), and the calendar on
his wall at home has become a large planning

Chiron’s managing director Dr. Dirk Prust (photo on the left) started by converting production

board at the company. The new manager, who

from an island to a flow system (below). With support from Porsche Consulting, he now wants

drives a silver Porsche 911 Targa built in 1976

to focus on market and product development, as well as on material management

and a black 928 S4 from 1986, held an internal company workshop in late 2009 with the
aim of converting production from an island to
a ﬂow system. In early 2010 he then brought
in Porsche Consulting. Over the course of a
seven-week project, its experts completely restructured the company’s production system.
“There were a lot of skeptics at ﬁrst,” says Dr.
Prust. “But then all my people were convinced
by the rapid implementation. They could see
the changes every day.” Those were tough
weeks; in the middle of winter, walls had to
be torn down and heating systems reconﬁgured—at temperatures below freezing.
It was worth it. Today the production system
features stable capacity utilization, its takt is
controlled to ensure constant output, and the
build-ups that used to happen at the end of the
month or year are now history. Everything is
mutually adjusted—from sales and the technical ofﬁce to planning and assembly.
“The system gives us absolute transparency,”
says Dr. Prust. “As expected, the tight reins on
the ﬂow structure quickly reveal any problem
in meeting deadlines.” Such problems can be
found throughout the entire order processing
chain—from clarifying technical matters with
customers to generating technical documentation, from procurement to material supply
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